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Appendix I 

 

• List of research instrument 

  

No Questionaire 

1 Plagiarism in my view is .....  

  

A. Copy paste     

B. Stealing mind   

C. Take sentence without source        

D. Claim someone work as own work 

2  Do you think plagiarism is a very good act? 

  

A. Very good    

B. Good      

C. Bad      

D. Very bad 

3 Do you ever do plagiarism in your daily life? 

  

A. Often     

B. Seldom   

C. Ever    

D. Never  

4 what type of plagiarism do you think usually occurs in the academic world? 

  

A. Idea Plagiarism   

B. Word by word Plagiarism   

C. Source Plagiarism   

D. Claiming someone work 

5 if you ever do plagiarism, bellow which type of plagiarism do you usually do? 

  

E. verbatim plagiarism, which is copying someone else's work verbatim 

F.  patchwork plagiarism refers to the act of copying multiple ideas or 

works without paying credit to the original creators and then remaking 

them into one's own.   

G.  idea plagiarization. It's when someone takes one's idea and turns it 

into a new, different piece of art using a different sentence or even a 

different keyword.   

H. paraphrasing one's own work without giving credit is referred to as 

plagiarism. 

6 
according to you , bellow which factor that usually made students doing 

plagiarism act? 
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A. High anxiety.   

B. The fear of failure.   

C. The need for high achievement to get class recognition.   

D. The concern that the lowest achiever would be identified     

7 

if you ever do plagiarism, bellow which factor that made you to do 

plagiarism? 

  

A. Not understand well about plagiarism   

B. Underestimate plagiarism   

C. Unintended to do plagiarism   

D. Lack of Honesty 

 

 

No  Statement 

S 

A A N D SD 

1 Plagiarism is wrong           

2 Does not support plagiarism           

3 In order not to plagiarize, i must include the source           

4 If someone plagiarizes i feel sad           

5 plagiarisme is same as stealing someone else's work           

6 reprimand friends who do plagiarism           

7 support friend not to do plagiat           

8 plagiarism means deceiving others           

9 stayaway from friends who do plagiarism           

10 being plagiarst is self defeating           

11 
when I quote someone creation, I must include 

reference           

12 plagiarist cannot be allowed           

13 plagiarism does not benefit me           

14 not being a plagiarist , makes me happy            
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15 
plagiarism is not a solution to completing college 

assignment           
 

  

N/B :  

S A : Strongly Agree 

 

A : Agree  

N : Neutral 

D : Desagree  

SD : Strongly Deagree 

 

 

 

  

  

  

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic?
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Name Intan Erwani 

Local C 19 

NIM 190101030044 

 

INTERVIEW 

 

1.   What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

Plagiarism is using other people's work without changing it at all or giving the name 

of the quote that has the idea 

2.   What is your perception about plagiarism? 

I think plagiarism among students has been mentioned a lot, therefore students are 

required to as much as possible to paraphrase or quote the name that has the idea 

3.   What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

Most students do plagiarism because they do not understand the  meaning, 

therefore they are difficult to paraphrase the sentence. 

4.   What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

Punishment received is in the form of not accepting the results of their work 

5.   What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

Solution that can be done is to study first before we write, then we have an image of 

a sentence that we can use for our work 

6.   Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

Sometimes, because I find it difficult to understand unless I really focus to understand 

7.   According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in daily academic? 

Copy paste
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Name  Ainul Pitria 

Local TBI C 2019 

NIM 190101030093 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

Plagiarism is taking or imitating someone else's writing and making it as a result of his own 

work. 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

In my opinion and most other people plagiarism is a bad act.  Plagiarism is the same as theft 

which means a criminal act and must be prosecuted.  My perception of plagiarism is that it 

is a dangerous act that makes plagiarists unable to progress and makes their thinking 

narrow. 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

I think there are several reasons why students do plagiarism.  The first is the urgency of 

time, because limited time allows students to do plagiarism.  The second is the lazy feeling 

of students to find ideas or things on their own.  The third is the students' lack of confidence 

in their own work so that they plagiarize the work of others.  And lastly, they want to get 

perfect and instant work so they do plagiarism. 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

The punishments for plagiarism is contained in the Constitution.  And for other 

punishments in the form of being ostracized by others and also being a personality that is 

not confident and difficult to get rid of the plagiarism habit. 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

My opinion about that, there are two solutions for not plagiarizing, namely internal and 

external.  Internal, namely with the intention not to do plagiarism again and grow self-

confidence.  The externals are reading books often, discussing with friends;  teachers or 

other people and not lazy in looking for information. 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

I did.  I did plagiarism in the form of imitating the exact same or word for word plagiarism.  

I did that because of the limited time. 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

Plagiarism that is usually do by students are the first plagiarism that only takes keywords in 

a work, not only a few key words.  The second is plagiarism of ideas then updated again but 

looks similar.  The third is imitating the entire work and then changing the delivery 

structure.  And the last is word-for-word plagiarism, taking the whole word without being 

changed
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INTERVIEW 

8. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

9. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

10. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

11. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

12. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

13. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

14. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

 

 

Answer:  

1. In my opinion plagiarism is taking other people's arguments, other people's work, other 

people's opinions, which makes it look as if it is our own opinion, argument, and result of 

thought. 

 2. Plagiarism is a bad act because it takes someone else's copyright and changes it to make it 

look like it's our copyright 

 3. In my opinion, the reason a student plagiarizes arises from the lazy nature of that person in 

making something that requires him to do plagiarism 

 4. In accordance with UUHC article 2 regarding copyright infringement, the person will be 

sentenced to criminal penalties. 

 5. The solution to avoid plagiarism is to read more and seek knowledge as widely as possible so 

that our horizons are opened. 

 6. Of course yes hehe 

 7. In my opinion, this happens a lot in making papers, especially during online lectures like 

now

Name  Melliyani 

Local D19 

NIM 190101030374 
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Name  IhdalBayuPamungkas 

Local A 2019 

NIM 190101030222 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

To me personally, plagiarism is copying or claiming someone’s work as our own 

work without adding where the idea came from. 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

There are two perceptions of mine about plagiarism. First, plagiarism is a bad 

act that should not have been done by everyone if we do not add or tell where the 

idea came from and due to it is forbidden. Second, plagiarism might be a good act if 

we add or tell where the idea came from, for instance, when we do a speech and 

want to tell someone’s motivational quote, we have to tell where the quote came 

from in order to prevent plagiarism. 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

In my opinion it is because of the fear of failure. 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

To be honest, I do not really know what the punishment is, but people who did 

plagiarism should be advised no to do it anymore. 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

Giving more information about plagiarism like telling the impacts of it and so on 

is one of the solutions for not doing plagiarism. 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

Yes, I do. 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic?  
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I guess, students usually do plagiarism in doing daily academic by claiming their 

friends’ ideas and turns it into a new one and even a better one, by using difference 

sentence or keyword.
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Name  Andya Rahmawati 

Local TBI D 19 

NIM 190101030916 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

1. Plagiarism as I know is the act of imitating/taking someone's work.  The degree of similarity 

is 80%-100%. 

 2. Plagiarism is an act that claims someone's work to be his own.  Or plagiarism in a sentence is 

a complete imitation of the language used in the sentence. 

 3. There are several reasons why students still do plagiarism: 

 - Do not understand or do not know about plagiarism 

 - Doesn't like to think so just imitates 

 - Plagiarism is a simple act, therefore students do it 

 4. Self-awareness that should stop plagiarism.  But to be fair, the penalty that can be applied is 

not to give any value to those who commit plagiarism 

 5. Read a lot.  By reading, we will get a lot of knowledge and also new vocabulary, making it 

easier for us to update the words/sentences of the work that will be the reference of our own 

work. 

 6. Once, I did plagiarism from a reference book for my assignment.  I copied sentences from 

the book without me rephrasing.  I did this because I didn't know that this kind of act was also 

plagiarism. 

 7. Imitate / take the sentence from the reference without changing it at all.
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Name  NurAzizah 

Local TBI B 2019 

NIM 190101030133 

 

INTERVIEW 

15. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

16. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

17. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

18. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

19. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

20. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

21. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

 

1. Plagiarism is copy and paste someone’s write work without mention the author. It could 

be also quote a sentence or several sentence without change it (paraphrase) and doesn’t 

mention the author of it.  

2. Plagiarism is one of the academic crimes. That’s cruel because it’s same as stealing. 

Academic is all about you learn something with behave toward it in order to respect it. 

If you plagiarize something, it’s mean  you don’t respect the author, do a crime, and 

prove that you aren’t a good student. 

3. In my point of view, they do that because of the deadline or can’t find the right 

sentence to speak up what they mean. 

4. When you submit your work and your lecturer doesn’t accept it, I think it’s enough to 

punish someone who do plagiarism. 

5. Experience is the teacher. The more you  practice how to paraphrase, you can’t avoid to 

do a plagiarism.  

6. Yes, I have. 

7. Quotating several sentences without put the author in the foot note.  
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Name  Sheviana Aisyiah 

Local C 

NIM 190101030196 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

 

1. I think plagiarism is an act of copying someone’s work. 

2. I think plagiarism is a bad habit, especially in college field. Because it can make students 

lazy to think. 

3. Because some students are lazy and plagiarism is easier to do. 

4. I think the punishment for plagiarism is warning and fine.  

5. The solution is giving students understanding about self authentic work is better than 

plagiarism.  

6. Yes, I have ever. 

7. In daily academic students usually do plagiarism in doing paper, because students are 

hard to find books or material needed.
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Name  AdjiSuweno 

Local TBI A 2019 

NIM 190101030988 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

= Plagiarism is taking or borrowwing ideas, language, or phrases from another person’s text 

without paraphrasing it and citing the source of the text.Ore even worst, plagiarism is when 

you claim someone work as own work. Plagiarism is illegal. If you do it you are consider as 

a thief of others’ products. It is like you steal someone’ belongings.  

 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

= As I said before, this act is a really bad action because you take one’s creation that you 

like without any permission and people will think that the texts stolen are yours. It will 

effect the writer because he deserves to be praised with his creationnot you who takes his 

ideas, words, or phrases illegally.  

 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

= At least, there are three reasons that make students do plagiarism. First is high anxiety 

and fear of failure because he/she thinks he has no capacity to make a good research or find 

a good idea. 

Second, they do it for high achievement to get class recognition. Taking somebody’s text 

which is already good may give you a confidence that you will gain good reactions and 

appreciations. Third, she or he is not competent in writing skill. She/he doesn’t know how 

to cite others’ text in her/his text or, in other words, they don’t know how to avoid 

plagiarism. 

 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

= I don’t really know how the regulation of this plagiarismis, but, at least, their texts or 

articles or books that contain plagiarism a lot must be taken down. 

 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

= Teachers and lecturers must teach their students how to do a good research or writing so 

they are confident to make their original paper. Teachers must teach how to avoid 

plagiarism by teaching a good way to cite others’ idea in students’ paper, introducing how 

to paraphrasing others’ texts and etc. 

 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 
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= I think so because of the limited time given by teacher. I just took some resources in the 

internet and put it in my paper. Yes, I still put the authors’ names, but I didn’t rewrite or 

paraphrased it well. I think it was also called as plagiarism. 

 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

= - Copying someone else's work verbatim 

- Copying multiple ideas or works without paying credit to the original creators and then 

remaking them into one's own.   

- Paraphrasing one's own work without giving credit is referred to as plagiarism. 
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Name  Eliyana Puspita Sari 

Local D 

NIM 190101030842 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

In my opinion plagiarism is taking other people's work and not including the source. 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

The worst plagiarism, in my opinion, is taking other people's work but not including the 

source. In my opinion, plagiarism, including the source, is something that must be applied 

and, in my opinion, it is not plagiarism that harms others because we include the source. 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

Because they have little insight into what they want to know. So it is necessary to look for 

the material in other sources. Every student when plagiarizing must include the source, 

which is usually at the end of the paper. 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

I don't know about it. 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

The solution is to Paraphrase the material that we will take and don't forget to include the 

source. 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

Yes, I have but I always include sources. 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

In my opinion, plagiarism is when looking for material for a paper, when you are lazy to 

paraphrase every word, usually students will take the same language as the material but still 

include the source.
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Name  Khairatun Ni’mah 

Local C 2019 

NIM 190101030399 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

Plagiarism is copy someone writing without including  the source 

 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

That is a bad things. Because, to produce a work, it takes great effort 

 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

Maybe they didn’t know about plagiarism yet. Or they didn’t have enough time to 

create their own work. 

 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

just give a warning 

 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

Tell everyone the knowledge about plagiarism, because there are so many people 

didn’t know about it yet. 

 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

Yes I do. Because I don’t really know about it yet. 

 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

quote a few sentences without including the source.
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Name  Zahratunia  

Local TBI D 19 

NIM 190101030634 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ?Plagiarism is taking other people's 

opinions/ideas as if they were your own. 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism?In my opinion plagiarism is something where 

someone steals or takes someone's idea and does not include the original owner and makes 

it look like he made it himself. and the act is a thing that harms other people. 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism?There are many reasons why students do 

plagiarism, one of which is not being able to manage the time where students spend too 

much time on other things and underestimate the task, so that due to the deadline, the 

student makes plagiarism. 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism?penalized for copyright infringement 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism?First of all, of course, you have to know what 

plagiarism is, that plagiarism is a bad act. because if you already know the meaning of 

plagiarism then you must also know the impact and risk of plagiarism is a serious thing. 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? Yes, ever 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic?one of 

them is idea plagiarism, where the student takes ideas from one source and does not include 

the original source, and because it is abstract so it may not be detected that plagiarism is 

being carried out. for example, when given training, because of the little time and lack of 

knowledge without thinking, students do plagiarism in order to fulfill the obligation to do 

assignments where the idea or essay is the result of plagiarism. 
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Name  Hairunnisa 

 

Local TBI-19 C 

 

NIM 190101030116 

 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

• what I understand about plagiarism, plagiarism is of course an act that cannot 

be justified because plagiarism is the same as claiming other people's work as 

our own. 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

• my perception of plagiarism, plagiarism is like copy and paste without 

mentioning the source, it can also be said to steal other people's ideas, and also 

claim other people's work as your own work. For example, someone else's 

scientific work that we copy and paste without mentioning the source of the 

scientific work, right from that person's scientific work there is an idea from 

that person without us paraphrasing what we take and without us realizing we 

have claimed other people's work as our work (plagiarism). 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

I think the reason why students do plagiarism is that they may have high anxiety 

about their own work, whether it is correct or whether it is in accordance with what 

the lecturer wants, usually the lecturer has his own standards for assignments. so 

students like it or not, consciously or unconsciously have committed plagiarism. 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

This is according to my personal experience the punishment for those who commit 

plagiarism among students. if caught doing plagiarism in their work then the threes 
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are not accepted by the lecturer, then there are also lecturers who cut the grades of 

students who are found to have a lot of plagiarism in their assignments. 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

There are several solutions to avoid plagiarism, first, if we take sources from books, 

the internet, journals, etc., it is better to include sources such as footnotes/body 

notes. secondly, if we take sources from writings that only use direct quotations, we 

should paraphrase or use our own sentences, because it has the potential for 

plagiarism. and lastly, don't forget to check our work or writing on the anti-

plagiarism application/website. 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

I admit I've done plagiarism, because I don't really understand what plagiarism 

means. 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

In my opinion, plagiarism is usually done by students in their daily academic 

activities, such as plagiarism of ideas, not mentioning the source of writing, 

paraphrasing other people's quotes without mentioning the source, and even worse, 

claiming other people's work as their own work. I myself had a funny experience 

about this plagiarism, so during the 4th semester my rpp was plagiarized or directly 

copied and pasted by my classmate, he only changed a little bit in it such as the 

topic and also the learning media, but the name of the school and even the signature 

on the rpp still had my name on it, I was very annoyed but also funny and I felt "oh 

this is how it feels when our work is claimed by someone else". fortunately, at that 

time I immediately reprimanded the person before we went forward to practice 

teaching otherwise he would be severely scolded by the lecturer later.
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Name  Bella Syifa Zulfia 

Local A 

NIM 190101030289 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

Plagiarism is an activity of stealing/copying someone's creation without including 

the  creator’s credit. Plagiarism common occurs in the world of lectures and work 

because of a lack of ideas. 

 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

In my opinion plagiarism is an easy way to get the information needed, if 

plagiarism is still in a non-serious realm such as there is no agreement and 

prohibition from the creator, for example using someone's quotes on a social media, 

I think it can still be generally agreed, but what we  see here plagiarism is often 

used in the discussion of college students and the world of work where stealing 

writings / ideas / works etc from someone for their interests is the same as violating 

the law, therefore it cannot be justified. In addition, I think plagiarism is done 

because there are many works of old creators that have been spread in the internet 

which are easy to copy, consequency that new creators don’t want think too deeply 

to find ideas. 

 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

According to me, these activities are carried out by students because it makes it 

easier for them to do assignments that almost all students' assignments are difficult 

or hard level.  automatically students always think how to get satisfactory results 

but in the easiest way. 

 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism 

Plagiarism is a crime – that is a fact. From plagiarism.org: Most cases of plagiarism 

are considered misdemeanors, punishable by fines of anywhere between $100 and 

$50,000 — and up to one year in jail. Plagiarism can also be considered a felony 

under certain state and federal laws. 

 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

In order to avoid unintentional plagiarism, you must adopt honest writing habits.  
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– Do not copy and paste source material.  

– Do not omit, falsify or invent facts, data or sources.  

– Do not write another student's paper or ask someone to write yours. 

 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

I don't know if I have or maybe not, but I ‘ve been several times copy and paste some 

material from the internet and then I remake it into my writing without credit the author  

 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

⚫ Word for word Plagiarism 

⚫ Plagiarism of Source 

⚫ Plagiarism of Authorship 

⚫ Self Plagiarism. 
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Name  Yenni Sanruri 

Local D 

NIM 190101030359 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 
2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

Answer : 

1. Plagiarism is an act of taking, quoting or using other people's ideas that are used as their own 

work without including the original source. Simply put, plagiarism is an activity where 

someone plagiarizes the work of other people, whether it be in the form of ideas, ideas, writing 

and others. 

2. In my perception, Plagiarism is an act that is very bad to do and should not be imitated. And 

the act of plagiarism is something that is strictly prohibited because publishing other people's 

ideas or works without permission is a violation and it can be considered a crime for violating 

someone's copyright. 

3.  Now a lot of students do plagiarism, and it is due to several reasons. The first is the lack of 

confidence in their own abilities, usually students often feel insecure when they have 

classmates who are smarter than them so that it makes them feel dissatisfied with their own 

abilities. Secondly, laziness. Most students when they feel lazy then they will do something 

more practical without much thought by doing plagiarism. Third,internet 

sophistication.Because now is an instant era and technology can be accessed everywhere so 

that students don't want to bother and choose the instant way by getting information, ideas or 

other people's work easily on the internet, this is certainly a lot make students complacent 

about the convenience of today's technology. 

4. As far as I know In the realm of college, if a person or student is caught committing plagiarism, 

the lightest sanction given is a reduction in grades by the lecturer who teaches or not even 

passing the course. And for school students they will usually be called to the counseling 

guidance room and given directions for the violations they have committed and given 

punishments such as suspension and other punishments. 
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5. In order to avoid plagiarism, of course, firstly we must understand what plagiarism means. 

When we understand the meaning of plagiarism, we will feel reluctant to do the plagiarism. 

Then, if we want to use a topic or idea or even someone else's work we have to mention the 

quote and source of the work. And also in avoiding plagiarism we also have to understand 

some basic rules in copyright, so that if we already understand it then it will make it easier for 

us to avoid the word plagiarism. In simple terms, a fact must be protected by copyright by 

means of a logical observer. And lastly, we can use an application that can scan whether our 

work is considered plagiarism or not. Because even if it's unintentionally sometimes something 

is considered similar, so to avoid that from happening we have to re-check to avoid plagiarism. 

6. Because humans are none perfect and  never free from mistakes. Yes I ever did plagiarism too 

because of the urgency of time. 

7. There are some kinds of plagiarim that usually always happened in daily academic: 

▪ Turning in someone else's work as their own work 

▪ Copying large pieces of text from a source without citing that source. 

▪ Taking passages from multiple sources, piecing them together, and turning in the 

work as their own work.
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N a m e T r i  I n d a h  L e s t a r i 

L o c a l D  1 9 

N I M 1 9 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 4 6 7 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

 

 

1. Plagiarism is an act of plagiarizing an idea, creativity and scientific work which is made as if 

it is the result of one's own work without mentioning the source. 

2. According to my perception of plagiarism, it is an activity that should not be imitated. If 

someone does this, it will harm themselves and others. For example, when someone takes 

writing ideas from other people without permission from the parties involved, then copy pastes 

them to do assignments. By doing that, someone who wants to write/creativity will be hindered, 

because they don't have creativity. Plagiarism can also hinder someone's creativity because they 

never channel or express their talents. 

3. The reason students do plagiarism is the lack of interest in reading and also lazy to find 

reading sources, the limited time given, feeling afraid of failure. 

4. According to Law no. 20 of 2003 concerning the National Education System article 25 

paragraph 2 and article 70 ."College graduates whose scientific work is used to obtain academic, 

professional, or vocational degrees are proven to be plagiarists, their titles are revoked". 

5. The solution to not plagiarizing is by paraphrasing, providing sources, using anti-plagiarism 

software. 

6. Never. 

7. The type of plagiarism committed by students is verbatim plagiarism. Is the taking or 

plagiarism made by someone to a work of writing from another person. There are some students 

when they get an assignment to write a paper or other using this type of plagiarism because they 

think it's easy because they just copy the oats without the slightest change from the original 

writing. And this type of plagiarism is also easy to check using anti-plagiarism software. 
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Name  Muhammad Asy’ari 

Local A 2019 

NIM 190101030985 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

Plagiarism is all about copying someone’s work without their permission and without 

giving them any credit. 

 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

Plagiarism is a very reprehensible act, because it is equal to stealing someone's work. Of 

course, this is very much opposed, especially in the world of college, where this is where 

academic people begin to be forged. 

 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

Most people do plagiarism because of the fear of making mistakes and the fear of not being 

able to meet the expectations of many people. 

 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

by not accepting their work that has been proven as a plagiarism, I think that is more than 

enough to provide a deterrent to the perpetrators of this plagiarism. 

 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

I think the way to avoid plagiarism is to learn to paraphrase and be more confident in your 

own work. 

 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

Yes, of course I have done plagiarism, even when I was in college. However, getting here 

to do plagiarism also becomes more difficult, and I'm also getting used to it, so I'm more 

careful when I want to quote someone's work. 

 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

Plagiarism that is not uncommon in school is plagiarism when doing school assignments, 

such as following a friend's answer when doing homework. 

In college, plagiarism seems even worse, because sometimes students quote someone's 

writings, such as books, journals, articles, etc. without giving credit to the person they are 

plagiarizing. 
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Name  Hana Sazida 

Local 19 C 

NIM 190101030407 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What do you understanding about plagiarism ? 

I think Plagiarism is duplicate someone’s work.  

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

My preception about plagiarism is more serious because it’s took someone’s work 

and then claim as yours.  

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

I think because they insecure about their ability to answer the questions. 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

A student, who has copied significant amounts from sources, should receive a mark 

which reflects how much of the work is their own. I think if it,s too much can get 

the lowest grade.  

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

Confident with your answer. 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

I thnik never. Paraphrasing much better than plagiarism  

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

According to me, students usually do Direct Plagiarism  because Direct plagiarism 

is the word-for-word transcription of a section of someone else’s work, without 

attribution and without quotation marks.  
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Name  Irma Apriyanthi 

Local A 19 

NIM 190101030371 

 

INTERVIEW 

1. What dou you understanding about plagiarism ? 

Plagiarism is an act of copying down someone else's work and claiming it as their own 

work with no credit at all 

2. What is your perception about plagiarism? 

Plagiarism is bad, and I hate it so much. If someone plagiarized someone else's work, it 

means they couldn't put respect to the effort the original creator had devoted on the work 

that got stolen by another people. 

3. What is the reason why students did plagiarism? 

Maybe some of them do it unconsciously. They weren't aware that they're plagiarizing 

something. But, there are also students whose doing plagiarism act because they're lazy to 

put the credit at the end of their work, or they want people to acknowledge their 

knowledge/skill on their stolen work (when in fact, the work is not theirs) 

4. What is the punishment for who did plagiarism? 

As far as I know, there are written law about copyright in Indonesia, but idk how it works. 

For the social sanctions, the plagiator might be ostracized on behalf of their own act. 

5. What is the solution for not doing plagiarism? 

I think it's depend on people's awareness. 

6. Do you ever doing plagiarism? 

I never plagiarize something, and I will never do that. 

7. According to you, What kind of plagiarism students usually do in  daily academic? 

As I mentioned before, students usually plagiarize something but didn't realize it.
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Appendix II 

• Research Letter 
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Appendix III 

 

NOTE 

 

CATATAN SEMINAR PROPOSAL SKRIPSI 

 

 

1. Nama Mahasiswa  : Ma’ruf Amin 

2. Nim    : 170102030203 

3. Program Studi   : Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris 

4. Judul Proposal Skripsi : UIN Antasari Students Perception toward 

Plagiarism 

5. Dosen Pembimbinng  : Hj. Nani Hizriani, MA.    

     Yokke Andini, S.S, M. Pd. 

6. Catatan hasil seminar : 

 

No. Catatan/ saran 

Penanggap 

No. Catatan/ saran Dosen 

1. 
Penanya 1. Apa alas an 

anda mengambil 

penelitian ini ? 

1.  

Perbaiki pengutipan  

Perbaiki latar belakang harus lebih di elaborate 

bagaimana itu plagiarism seara detail 

Ganti research question yang kedua  

Ganti judul  
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Banjarmasin,  Maret 2021 

Moderator, 

 

 

Khairunnisa S.Pd
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CONSULTATION NOTES 

ADVISOR OF CONTENTS AND RESEARCH METHOD 

NAME: HJ. NANI HIZRIANI, MA. 

Date Notes Signature 

23 juli  
 

 

 

 

 

5 Agustus 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26 Agustus  

• Penulisanmu di chapter 2 seperti jurnal dalam 

bentuk paragraph, akan lebih baik kamu 

pisahkan perpoint, apa saja types of plagiarism 

yang ingin kamu cari di penelitianmu, berikan 

contoh, begitu juga dengan factor 

• Untuk instrument bisa mulai kamu 

kembangkan berdasarkan teori bain 

questionnaire maupun interview guide  

 

• Chapter 1 - 3 ok, as there are a number of 

theories related to types of plagiarism, you 

should choose which one you prefer as a base 

for your research and your instruments 

• Don't make instruments like a test, you will 

receive limited answers. For questionnaire, 

provide the choices, it will easy to analyse 

• After you distribute the questionnaire, you may 

do interview. Actually they are similar, 

interview is to find the answers that you can't 

find in your questionnaire 

• Angket no 1 - 7, di sediakan pilihan 

• Interview, pilih pertanyaan yg tdk disajikan di 

angket, tapi utk memperdalam hasil 

penelitianmu 

 

• Sebaiknya cari kata lain dari according to, ibu 

lihat banyak sekali di thesis mu menggunakan 

kata tsb The author explained/ 

stated/mentioned/described 

• Penggunaan tenses disesuaikan bila masih 

fakta, pakai saja present 

 

19 0ktober 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Good Ma'ruf, you can complete your thesis. 

Here are some notes from me :                                                               

1. Revise the list of content especially chapter 

II.                                                                                                          

2. Pay attention to capital letters in your writing                                                                                                                  

3. Chapter IV should be organized based 

research questions. Since you have 2 questions, 

you need to arrange your finding into two also                                                                                                                                                          

4. You don't need to mention all the answers 
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from all respondents, if they just have similar 

ideas. Make your chapter 4 clear and simple 

 

• Good Ma'ruf, your thesis has been 

improved signifcantly. Remember, you 

don't need to mention all responses from 

the respondents if they have similar ideas. 

2. Kind of plagiarism usually do by 

students.     verbatim plagiarism.... give the 

example from respondent answer, 

plagiarism source.....give the example from 

respondent answer 

plagiarism ideas......, claiming into one's 

own, keyword plagiarism....., self 

plagiarism .... 

Jadi tidak usah disebutkan seluruh  

pernyataan responden ttg alasan, cukup 

diberi contoh saja 

Your discussion is fine, don't write the 

question just the sub topic 

Write these on your discussion 

1. Students’ perception about plagiarism. 2. 

Kind of plagiarism usually do by students. 
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CONSULTATION  

NOTES LANGUAGE AND TECHNIQUE FOR WRITING 

NAME: YOKKE ANDINI, S.S, M. Pd 
 

 
Date Notes Signature 

7 Agustus 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 desember 

 

• Salah satu yg diperbaiki penyusunan kalimat 

pengutipan 

Ikuti aturan APA 7 th ed 

• Kamu menyebutkan di judul kamu penelitian 

kamu Case study... Sementara di bab 3 kamu 

tidak tercermin bahwa penelitian kamu 

adalah penelitian Case study... So make sure, 

penelitian kamu ini penelitian kualitatif pd 

umumnya atau benar Case study? 

• Baca ttg apa itu penelitian Case study 

• Kamu masih menyebutkan population di bab 

3, berbeda antara population n 

participant/subject of research 

• So read again about what population, sample, 

participant/ informant in research, especially 

in qualitative research 

• Saya rasa juga dimensi persepsi juga harus 

dibatasi dalam penelitian kamu, temukan 

teori ttg perception, lalu persepsi itu 

menyangkut dimensi apa saja, dan persepsi di 

penelitian kamu akan meneliti pd dimensi 

persi yg mana saja.. 

 

• Tambahkan penelitian terdahulu  

• Pengutipan  

• Rincikan bab 3 

• Ringkas b4 
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